Recognize one’s feelings and thoughts
O2
- The perception, analysis, and interpretation of artistic works uniquely influence one’s thoughts and feelings.
- Understanding an artist’s intent helps the viewer relate their thoughts and feelings to art works.
- Awareness of one’s thoughts and feelings, coupled with evaluation criteria, can help the viewer respond to art works more objectively.
- How does the awareness of one’s thoughts and feelings influence how a viewer responds to art works?
- How can responding to a work influence one’s awareness of their thoughts and feelings?
- Why is it important to have self-confidence when responding to art works?

Recognize the impact of one’s emotions, thoughts and behaviors
O2
- Managing one’s emotions, thoughts, and behaviors can impact how one perceives, analyzes, and interprets art works.
- How do art works challenge one’s emotions, thoughts, and behaviors?
- How does the practice of responding to art works develop capacity to manage emotions, thoughts, and behaviors?
- What are the benefits of practicing self-awareness in one’s emotions, thoughts, and behaviors?

Identify the skills needed to establish and maintain personal and educational goals
O2
- Applying interpretive and evaluative criteria to art works develops capacity to understand, evaluate, and apply essential skills needed to achieve one’s goals.
- How do skills in responding to art works help one achieve personal and educational goals?

Identify and apply ways to overcome barriers through alternative methods to achieve one’s goals
O2
- More responding to art works, the perception, interpretation, and application of criteria builds capacity to prepare and overcome barriers to achieve one’s goals.
- How do perceptions, interpretations, and application of criteria influence one’s view of world?

Develop, implement, and model effective problem solving and critical thinking skills
O2
- Developing and implementing effective problem solving and critical thinking skills is essential to success in all areas of life.
- How does developing effective problem solving and critical thinking skills help one achieve their goals?
- How do critical thinking skills influence one’s ability to respond to art works?

Social Awareness
O2
- Through interpretative evaluation of artistic works, one’s thoughts, feelings, perspectives, and cultural differences influence one’s understanding.
- How does one’s awareness of cultural differences influence one’s understanding of artistic works and one’s interpretation of artistic works?
- What role does understanding an artist’s intent play in one’s appreciation of art works?
- Considering the artist’s intent heightens awareness to social interactions in a variety of settings.
- How do the differences among individuals, groups, and others’ cultural background influence one’s response to artistic works and invoke consideration about artistic impact?

Self-awareness
O2
- The perception, analysis, and interpretation of artistic works uniquely influence one’s thoughts and feelings.
- Understanding an artist’s intent helps the viewer relate their thoughts and feelings to art works.
- Awareness of one’s thoughts and feelings, coupled with evaluation criteria, can help the viewer respond to art works more objectively.
- How do one’s thoughts and feelings influence how a viewer responds to art works?
- How can responding to a work influence one’s awareness of their thoughts and feelings?
- Why is it important to have self-confidence when responding to art works?

Relational skills
O2
- Establish and maintain healthy relationships
- Utilize positive communication and social skills to interact effectively with others
- Identify ways to model acceptable social behaviors
- Demonstrate the ability to provide and receive interpersonal feedback in constructive ways
- Identify who, when, where, or how to seek help for oneself or others when needed

Respond to Decision Making
O2
- Develop and implement responsible problem solving and critical thinking skills
- Identify the consequences associated with one’s actions
- Evaluate and apply alternative actions to achieve constructive outcomes
- Evaluate personal, ethical, safety, and civic impact of decisions
- Artistic consideration of critical thinking and the perspective that is used to create an artistic work
- How does responding to an artist work develop capacity to evaluate and think critically?